
1) In this character’s first appearance, he competed with ‘Lectronimo to stop a thief named Cat
Burglar. In a parody of A Chrismas Carol, this character, formerly called Tralfaz, chokes on a gear,
made by (*) Spacely Sprockets, according to the Ghost of Christmas Future. This character was once the
pet of J.P. Gottrockets, was adopted by Leroy, and is often cared for by Rosey the Robot. This character’s
owner shouts “Jane, stop this crazy thing” after aborted attempts to walk him. For 10 points, name this
family pet in The Jetsons.
ANSWER: Astro <Brad>

2) This inventor nearly bankrupted himself with the TOPO robot, which he built rather than buying a
third of Apple. This man’s companies Sente Technologies and Kadabrascope were ultimately sold to
George Lucas and became the foundations of Pixar. This man created BrainRush, which helps turn
lesson plans into video games for children. (*) This man created Chuck E. Cheese after being ousted
from his best known company. It’s not Ralph Baer, but this man is often called the father of video games,
after he worked with Allan Alcon to create Pong. For 10 points, name this creator of Atari.
ANSWER: Nolan Bushnell <Brad>

3) In his first college start, this athlete ended his opening drive with a 51 yard touchdown against FAU,
a week before a blowout over Cincinnati. This athlete was permitted an immediate transfer from
Georgia in 2019 after an incident where a baseball player called him “the N word.” In his first season
as a starter, this athlete posted (*) 41 touchdowns to three picks, and in 2020 he led the Big 10 in passing
yards before his team lost the championship to Alabama. For 10 points, name this current Bears rookie
quarterback.
ANSWER: Justin Fields<Brad>

4) This singer performed as a duo with Rivers Cuomo in a cover of “The Rainbow Connection” for
Muppets: The Green Album. Halfway through the Set Your Goal’s track “The Few That Remain,”
this singer asks if they can join in with her hardcore vocals. This artist sings “She's ripping (*) wings
off of butterflies,” partially a reference to the broken insect on the cover of the album Brand New Eyes. She
sings “Can we pretend the [title object] in the night sky/are like shooting stars” in a track by rapper B.O.B.
For 10 points, name this frontwoman of Paramore.
ANSWER: Hayley Williams

5) The TV show George Lopez gave a prize to the fan who could spot the most of these things in an
episode. The first of these objects can be seen in bubbles when Dopey sneezes in Snow White. 50 of
these objects were created for the “Happiest (*) Homecoming on Earth,” and they’re called “Lucky
Emblems” in Kingdom Hearts III. These objects were popularized in the early 1970s when a group of
Imageneers were told that a certain character and alcohol wouldn’t mix, so he would never be seen in
Epcot. For 10 points, name these surreptitious depictions of a certain cartoon mouse.
ANSWER: Hidden Mickeys <Brad>

6) One member of this family, as a 9 year old, was in the Met’s first premier of Turandot. His directorial
debut was the world premiere of Lizzie Borden, and he helped found the Tampa Opera. With the
Hustons, this family is one of two with three generations of (*) Oscar winners. One member of this
family, Talia Shire’s brother, and Jason Schwartzman’s uncle, won his first Oscar writing the screenplay for
Patton. Spike Jonze [[“JONES”]]  married into this family and another member won an Oscar for Leaving
Las Vegas. That’s Nicholas Cage. For 10 points, name this family whose most notable member directed The
Godfather.
ANSWER: Coppola <Brad>



7) On the album Zerwee, Billy Cobb produced a song named for this year where two kids “Just sip
milkshakes” and “Listen to Perry Como.” The song “Let There be Rock” by AC/DC opens “In the
beginning/Back in [this year].” In this year, (*) Elvis’ gyrations and general provocative performance led
to his first riot in Jacksonville, Florida. Bill Haley and His Comets released what is claimed to be “The 1st
Rock n’ Roll Song” in this year. For 10 points, name this 6th year in the 1950s.
ANSWER: 1955

8) According to the narrator, this character is the reason for the spike in popularity in the 1990s of the
indie outfit Belle & Sebastian. While talking about this woman, a teen playing Wii Sports says "just
because some cute girl likes all the same bizarro crap you do, that doesn't make her your (*)
soulmate." A trained architect named Tom meets this person in an elevator while they both work at a
greeting card company. For 10 points, name this woman that Tom Hansen pines over in a film titled (500)
Days of this Zooey Deschanel played character.
ANSWER: Summer Finn

9) The 1877 Clydesdale amendment added this action to matches. A 1920 rule lifted offsides penalties
on these plays. Thomas Grønemark has the record for these actions, more than 55 yards, using the
(*) “flip technique,” and in the 2018 World Cup, Iranian player Milad Mohammadi failed trying to use the
“flip technique.” This action was formerly awarded to the first person to touch the ball after it went out of
bounds, and is the only occasion when a midfielder can handle the ball with his hands. For 10 points, name
this soccer play, returning the ball from stoppage from the sidelines.
ANSWER: Throw-in <Brad>

10) Princess Di went to this man’s funeral less than a month before her death, but he didn’t go to hers
anyways. This man did costume design for Judge Dredd in one of his few film credits. Tupac walked
for this man in 1995 and this man designed Eric Clapton’s guitar straps. Bruno Mars titled a song for
this man’s products (*) “On the Floor.” The Migos had a song named for this man that says his name 18
times in the chorus. This man was murdered in Miami in 1990 by Andrew Cunanan. For 10 points, name
this Italian fashion designer whose namesake line has a Medusa logo.
ANSWER: Gianni Versace <Brad>

11) This athlete’s father did not play his first NBA game until he was 30 but, before Ralph Sampson, was
the tallest member of the basketball Hall of Fame. This athlete was traded to the Thunder on draft
night, in a package for Ibaka, and after a year was traded, with (*) Oladipo, for Paul George. This
player beat Nikola Vučević [[voo-chah-VITCH]] to win the 2021 skills challenge at the all-star game and
set a franchise record of 9 triple-doubles in a season. This Gonzaga [[gawn-ZAH-gah]] product’s father
spent his American career with the Trail Blazers. For 10 points, name this Lithuanian center who, in 2021,
led the Pacers in points, turnovers, and rebounds.
ANSWER: Domantas Sabonis <Brad>

12) This actress starred in her lover Bob Fosse’s semi-autobiographical work All That Jazz, playing a
character known as “The Angel of Death.” This actress made her screen debut as the captured
woman in the supposed career killer, 1976’s King (*) Kong. This woman earned a Best Actress win in
1995 for a movie she filmed five years prior, Blue Sky. This person, who played opposite Dustin Hoffman
in Tootsie, later portrayed Big Edie in HBO’s Grey Gardens. For 10 points, name this frequently appearing
performer in American Horror Story.
ANSWER: Jessica Lange



13) It’s not the lateral pass, but Joseph Pipal is often credited with creating these things for football. A
specialized type of these things, used by ice climbers, are similar to crampons. An “over the top
tackle” in soccer is (*) defined by these objects. The NFL runs a campaign “my cause, my *these
objects*.” Ty Cobb was ejected from a game for supposedly trying to injure third baseman Frank Baker
with these objects.  For 10 points, name these objects often worn on soccer players’ feet.
ANSWER: Cleats [accept “spikes,” the term often used around Ty Cobb] <Brad>

14) Jonathan Silverman played Dr. Fantastico in a series on this network called Hunchbacks. This
network aired the Kraft Product Placement Comedy Hour, which included a series starring Cubby
Gilmore and Loretta Fields. This network aired series like God (*) Cop and Tankin’ It , the latter being
about old men wearing tank tops and being made fun of. A short-lived program on this channel was a series
structured like Deal or No Deal but with one million dollars in gold in a briefcase. For 10 points, name this
network that airs shows like TGS with Tracy Jordan.
ANSWER: NBC

15) John Carradine plays this figure in a 1964 movie, where he kidnaps Billy the Kid’s fiancée, in order
to marry her. When asked about how he contributed to a namesake 1974 movie about this character,
Andy Warhol claimed that “I go to the parties.” (*) African prince Mamuwalde
[[mah-moo-WAHL-deh]] is attacked and converted by this character in a famous 1972 Blaxploitation film.
A 1977 BBC film. that’s considered to be faithful to the source material, combined two characters into
“Quincy Holmwood.” For 10 points, name this character who was created by Bram Stoker, a popular
vampire villain.
ANSWER: Dracula <Brad>

16) Beck ghost wrote a song for this band named “Threshold” that starts after the declaration “This is
the beginning of this song.” This band plays the song “Launchpad McQuack,” which Kim Pine
claims isn't the actual name of the song to an audience of two that includes (*) Knives Chau
[[CHOW]]. This band “sells out,” being forced to play more conventionally by evil ex #7 Gideon Graves.
For 10 points, name this band, with bassist Scott Pilgrim, partly named for a Super Mario NPC.
ANSWER: Sex Bob-Bomb

17) One game in this series sees Jun Kazama’s partner thrown into a volcano after a trillion-dollar
tournament. Ian Dale and Kelly Overton starred in a live-action movie based off of this franchise,
which includes a number of characters only unlockable on console, like (*) Prototype Jack and Armor
King I, who can’t be played in the arcade version. The Mishima family is central to this fighting series
whose 7th game, Fated Retribution, was released in 2017. For 10 points, name this fighting series from
Bandai Namco that competes with Street Fighter or Mortal Kombat.
ANSWER: Tekken <Brad>

18) In July of 2019, “oppressed gamers” took this action, with yellow squares, in a parody of a similar
campaign in that year’s Pride Month. Roughly a third of users on Facebook took this action in
December of 2010, ostensibly to (*) stop child abuse, though a rumor came out that pedophiles were
behind the movement. On June, 2nd, 2020, social media users took this action, with black squares, on
“Blackout Tuesday,” to support the Black Lives Matter movement. For 10 points, name this slacktivist form
of “raising awareness” that simply involves replacing the picture by your name on the Internet.
ANSWER: Changing Your Profile Picture <Brad>



19) This author’s most recent book, A Field Guide to the Jewish People, purportedly contains an “are
you an Anti-Semite?” quiz to “hit our contractually obligated word count.” This author wrote about
Florence, Oregon’s, disastrous attempt to explode a beached whale. In one column, this author
popularized (*) National Talk Like a Pirate Day and in another column, this person compared the
intelligence of his dogs, Earnest, Zippy, and Lucy. This reporter was rejected from being able to play
himself on a CBS sitcom about his life, because he was too short, that being Dave’s World. For 10 points,
name this Miami Herald reporter and humor writer.
ANSWER: Dave Barry <Brad>

20) On The Daily Show, John Hodgman suggested fixing social security by making it one of these
arrangements. Some characters in M*A*S*H* try to determine who should drink a bottle of brandy
by means of one of these arrangements. In Archer, Woodhouse believes Stipes is trying to kill him
because they entered into one of these (*) agreements, and Cyril initially opposed one of these
agreements because they were illegal. For 10 points, name these types of agreements that might incentivize
the murder of the other people, potentially for treasure, a looooong term investment.
ANSWER: Tontine [accept descriptions of tontines from people, take things like “an agreement where the
last person alive gets the money/treasure”] <Brad>



1) This device is often employed by the main characters of the BBC series Coupling while at the dinner table.
For 10 points each:
[10] Name this device often employed by kids shows like Dora the Explorer, largely to have toddlers
engage with the program’s content.
ANSWER: Breaking the Fourth Wall
[10] Dora the Explorer’s title sequence and other aspects of the series imply it is presented in this specific
medium.
ANSWER: It is a Computer Game
[10] As the series went on, the watcher was implored to catch stars with Dora during the duration of an
episode. A special star with this name often provided a talent to Dora and the gang.
ANSWER: Explorer Star

2) Here’s  an assortment of video games that I came up with, with no particular reason, for 10 points each;
[10] This game has modes like “Find Mii,” Billiards, “Pose Mii,” and laser hockey, which all respond to the
wireless controller’s motion. It was developed simultaneously with Wii Sports.
ANSWER: Wii Play
[10] This 2004 game was the only AO, or Adults Only, rated game with a mass-release in the United States
after the “hot-coffee” mod controversy caused the ESRB to increase its rating. Its M version has characters
Jizzy B and Zero.
ANSWER: Grand Theft Auto: San Andreas
[10] In this game, the titular amphibian crosses horizontal streets and rivers, avoiding obstacles like moving
trucks and alligators.
ANSWER: Frogger <Brad>

3) This rapper met Murs at Rocksteady Park while he was selling tapes, eventually producing his label debut,
The End of the Beginning. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this rapper who founded the label Definitive Jux. He released the track "Drones Over BKLYN"
through the Adult Swim singles program in 2011.
ANSWER: El-P [Accept Jaime Meline]
[10] El-P is likely better known for being in this rap group with Killer Mike, with three self-titled albums.
ANSWER: Run the Jewels
[10] With Mitski, Run the Jewels were the opening act of this artist’s Melodrama tour in 2018. In 2021, this
artist released a third studio album, Solar Power.
ANSWER: Lorde

4) Name some of the most popular comfort foods, as defined by HuffPo, from around the world, for 10 points
each;
[10] These Colombian and Venezuelan food items were first made by the Timoto-Cuica people and are
traditionally made with corn flour and often served with cheese. They’re similar to Cachapas.
ANSWER: Arepa
[10] Karelian Pies in Finland are most traditionally topped with a sauce made of these two food items.
Called munavoi, that sauce of these two ingredients, is often put on dark rye bread on Easter.
ANSWER: Butter and Boiled Eggs
[10] This Canadian dish wasn’t popularized until the late 1950’s, but has unofficially been called Canada’s
National Dish since. It consists of french fries, gravy, and cheese curds.
ANSWER: Poutine <Brad>



5) This *could* be a music bonus that finally wasn’t hipstery and overly indie. But instead we need to appease
the people who pretend to care about the MLS. Womp Womp. For 10 points each
[10] This team won the most recent MLS Cup after beating the Portland Timbers in a shootout. Sean
Johnson captains this team that has The Third Rail as a supporter group.
ANSWER: New York City F.C.
[10]  This team won 3 of the first 4 championships, losing the other one to the Fire. Jaime Moreno and
Christian Gómez are the two leading scorers in this club’s history.
ANSWER: D.C. United [prompt on United I guess?]
[10] This team dunked Portland in the 2018 championship, only 4 years after being founded. Forbes
estimates that this south-eastern team is the most valuable in the league.
ANSWER: Atlanta F.C. <Brad>

6) Zombies, zombies, everywhere, and not a brain to eat. Name some zombie-based TV shows through the
years for 10 points each;
[10] This anthology series, hosted by Boris Karloff, ran a zombie episode in 1961. In that episode, "Pigeons
from Hell," an old woman zombie uses a siren song to lure people to her basement to kill them.
ANSWER: Thriller
[10] This one-season 2010 anime follows a group of students, like Takashi Komuro, who must deal with a
zombie outbreak, after meeting in the titular institution.
ANSWER: Highschool of the Dead
[10] This absurdly popular post-apocalyptic show has run since 2010 and follows Rick Grimes, Maggie
Greene, and Michonne as they live life while avoiding the titular zombies.
ANSWER: The Walking Dead <Brad>

7) In “New Romantics,” Taylor Swift claims she can build one of these structures “out of all the bricks they
threw at me.” For 10 points each:
[10] Name these structures that title a track that served as a double lead single with “Shape of You.” In it,
the singer recounts watching the sunset over one of these medieval structures “On a Hill.”
ANSWER: Castle
[10] In this pop song, the singer claims “your arms are [her] castle, your heart is my sky.” In this song, the
singer also says in the chorus “everytime we kiss/I swear I could fly.”
ANSWER: “Everytime We Touch”
[10] This band wrote the song “Thank You Mario but Our Princess Is in Another Castle,” from the
perspective of Toad. Belgium is a metaphor for the lead singer’s regular meth use on their album We Shall
All Be Healed.
ANSWER: The Mountain Goats

8) This ability, possessed by Leonard Zelig, leads to him going to a hypnotist named Dr. Fletcher, played by
Mia Farrow, to alter his psyche, in one film. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this ability, also possessed by a member of the Brotherhood of Mutants named Mystique, in the
X-Men franchise.
ANSWER: Shapeshifting [Accept comparable answers]
[10] This author is one of the first people to recognize Zelig as a “human chameleon” while at a Roaring
Twenties era party. In Midnight in Paris, this author is played by Tom Hiddleston.
ANSWER: F. Scott Fitzgerald
[10] This actress, who did not make it into the final cut of Zelig, scolded director of photography Gordon
Willis on his lighting and directed him how to relight it. She was 90 at the time.
ANSWER: Lillian Gish



9) In 2019, this 29 year old player retired at half-time of a preseason game. I don’t blame him, those games
are boring, for 10 points each.
[10] The Colts cut first-ballot Hall of Famer Peyton Manning for this guy who didn’t even stay in the
league as long as RG3. He’s famous for his neckbeard and being drafted first overall.
ANSWER: Andrew Luck
[10] That meant that this UF and NC State quarterback was the Colts’s 2019 week 1 starting quarterback.
The Colts acquired him after trading Phillip Dorsett to the Patriots.
ANSWER: Jacoby Brissett
[10] 2019 was the second year in a row something like that had happened. In 2018, this Bills cornerback
retired in the first half of his first game in Buffalo. This corner had spent the previous six years with the
Colts.
ANSWER: Vontae Davis <Brad>

10) To come up with a gimmick that I’m totally not ripping off from Chris Borglum and Delta Burke: No
collaborating on this bonus! Captains, after you hear each question, designate a teammate to answer it, or
answer it yourself. Hand motioning to yourself counts as collaborating-- don’t do it. You can’t go to the
same person more than once (unless your team is short-handed, then you have to ask everyone one first
before you repeat). For 10 points each;
[10] At the time of this writing, this Korean boy band’s “Butter” is #1 on the Billboard 100. They’re the
first non-English-speaking act to ever sell out Madison Square Garden.
ANSWER: BTS
[10] In the episode “A House Divided.” it was established that this Dallas character really was the one who
shot J.R.
ANSWER: Kristin Shepard [accept either]
[10] King K.Rool served as the main antagonist of this game. This yellow-cartridge’d game introduced the
“DK Rap,” Lanky Kong, and Chunky Kong.
ANSWER: Donkey Kong 64 [don’t accept “Donkey Kong” or “Donkey Kong Country” as they’re different
game titles] <Brad>

11) [Moderator Note: If the team that gets this bonus didn’t get the “Captain, designate a player” bonus, skip
this one and give it to that team the next time they get a bonus. If the team that gets it is short staffed, just
run this bonus like you did the last one]
Hey, player who was left out of that “designate one player to answer this” bonus… Sorry you didn’t get
picked. Here’s a bonus set, just for you, with no designating or team help. For 10 points each.
[10] This NFL team is owned by the community, meaning that it cannot be relocated, and every citizen in
its community is a partial owner. Matt LeFleur coaches this team that plays at Lambeau Field.
ANSWER: Green Bay Packers [accept either]
[10] This candy bar has a crispy peanut butter bar, covered by chocolate, making it sort of similar to a
Reese’s Cup bar. Ferrera bought this brand from Nestle in 2018.
ANSWER: Butterfinger
[10] This film won best picture at the 2021 Oscars, making Chloe Zhao the second woman to ever win the
Best Director Oscar, and first woman of color to ever so so.
ANSWER: Nomadland <Brad>

12) For every one good album cover, there are like five bad album covers. For 10 points each:
[10] This band’s Conspiracy of One album depicts a very basic flaming skull. This punk rock outfit is better
known for “Pretty Fly (For a White Guy)” from a slightly better album cover, Americana.



ANSWER: The Offspring
[10] This nu-metal band’s EP Topple the Giants includes a poorly photoshopped bald white dude, with dad
sandals fighting band members wielding drum sticks. They penned "Giving In" and "The Way You Like It."
ANSWER: Adema
[10] This artist’s cover for her album, American Life, reeks of smugness and trite imagery. That album
followed the much better Music, which had an odd cover of “American Pie” and "What It Feels Like for a
Girl."
ANSWER: Madonna

13) Name the 3 TV shows from 2021 that are, as of this writing, at 100% on Rotten Tomatoes, for 10 points
each;
[10] The premise of this show is that the Soviets beat the USA to the moon in 1969, setting up a
decades-long Cold War on the moon. It stars Joel Kinnaman as Ed Baldwin
ANSWER: For All Mankind
[10] On this show, Miles is suddenly arrested, forcing his partner Ashley to have to move in with his
mother. It’s based on a 2018 movie, starring Daveed Diggs, of the same name.
ANSWER: Blindspotting
[10] Michael Cimino-- no, not that one-- plays the titular high school student on this show that became the
second show to move from Disney+ to Hulu, to correspond to Pride 2020.
ANSWER: Love, Victor <Brad>

14) When Zoe exclaims, "You can't make everyone happy!" in this film, this movie’s protagonist says "There's
no harm in trying, though, is there? Bring a smile to the world." For 10 points each:
[10] Name this film following Poppy, a single 30 year old teacher, as she learns to drive and visits her sister
in the suburbs. Oh, she also gets an undeserved “reasons you suck” speech from her instructor by the end of
this film.
ANSWER: Happy-Go-Lucky
[10] An early scene in this film sees Poppy get ignored by a clerk at one of these businesses, largely being
unfazed by the clerk’s aloofness. Hugh Grant’s character in Notting Hill owns an independent one of these
places.
ANSWER: Bookstore [accept Bookstall]
[10] Poppy is played by Sally Hawkins, who is also known for playing the mute Elisa in this 2017 Best
Picture film that some have called Grinding Nemo.
ANSWER: The Shape of Water

15) Matt LeBlanc’s film career is truly a failure of epic proportions. So let’s highlight those catastrophes. For
10 points each:
[10] In a 1996 film, LeBlanc is turned into an errand boy for a minor league team, watching a baseball
playing chimp with this name for the team. Matthew McConaughey plays a man with this name televised
24/7 in one film.
ANSWER: Ed
[10] LeBlanc also features in two films with this name, the second titled Full Throttle. John Forsythe
voiced the unseen title character in these films, with Drew Barrymore, Cameron Diaz, and Lucy Liu as a
trio of agents.
ANSWER: Charlie’s Angels
[10] LeBlanc also produced this awful 2010 film that I [Peter] paid money to see back in the day. A Josh
Brolin played bounty hunter seeks revenge on his former Confederate allies, Quentin Turnbull and Burke.
ANSWER: Jonah Hex



16) Let’s talk about the youngest inductee into the Rock n Roll Hall of Fame, Josh Klinghoffer. For 10 points
each:
[10] Klinghoffer was inducted alongside bandmates Anthony Kiedis, Chad Smith, and Flea of this band. He
recorded the albums I’m With You and The Getaway with this band.
ANSWER: Red Hot Chili Peppers
[10] Earlier, he put out an album with this on and off guitarist of the Red Hot Chili Peppers, named A
Sphere in the Heart of Silence. This man’s Smile from the Streets You Hold features River Phoenix on two
tracks.
ANSWER: John Frusciante
[10] Klinghoffer played guitar on The Peel Sessions 1991–2004, a compilation by this British
multi-instrumentalist who featured Thom Yorke on multiple songs on her album Stories for the City, Stories
from the Sea.
ANSWER: P.J. Harvey

17) There was some odd news during the shutdown of 2020. See how good your memory is and name a few
things about it for 10 points each;
[10] During the shutdown, as some museums and zoos couldn’t get any traffic, some of them allowed these
animals to take guided tours around the facilities. They apparently liked Carvaggio and didn’t like Monet.
ANSWER: Penguins
[10] This actor ran a blog on Youtube called “Some Good News,” which highlighted good things during the
week. He sold it to Viacomm to make room for more Jack Ryan filming.
ANWER: John Krasinski
[10] This country’s First Minister, Mark Drakeford, announced that this country will open up a national
forest that’ll run the length of this country. I’ll becha anything it’s enchanted with dragons.
ANSWER: Wales <Brad>

18) I’m going to do what ESPN does when they feel lazy, and re-run some old classic March Madness Final
Four finals for 10 points each;
[10] At the start of the 1989 March Madness, this school’s coach announced he’d leave for Arizona State
after the tournament, and was fired instead. The interim coach, Steve Fischer, orchestrated an overtime
championship win against Seton Hall.
ANSWER: University of Michigan
[10] Coach Jimmy Valvano running in circles around the court after beating this team in the 1983 finals is
considered an iconic sports moment. This team’s Phi Slamma Jamma lost consecutive national
championships.
ANSWER: University of Houston
[10] Kansas defeated this team in overtime in 2008. Before he took over Kentucky, John Caliperi, helped
fraud Derrick Rose’s SAT scores for this school, and they lost after missing 4 of their last 5 free throws.
ANSWER: University of Memphis <Brad> Basketball

19) Cue the sad music, it’s time for a bonus on The Very Special Episodes. For 10 points:
[10] In one episode of this series, Shawn joins a Youth center/cult after Mr. Turner has a bike accident.
Cory Matthews and friends luckily snap him out of it.
ANSWER: Boy Meets World
[10] Continuing the bike trend, a genial bike owner named Mr. Horton lures the two boys in this 70s series
by giving them ice cream and letting them read dirty magazines. Don’t worry, Mr. Drummond calls the
police before anything bad can happen.



ANSWER: Diff'rent Strokes
[10] This actor plays Uncle Ned, an alcoholic, on an episode of Family Ties where he encourages Alex P.
Keaton to drink vanilla extract and is too piss drunk to snag a comfy white collar job.
ANSWER: Tom Hanks

20) The dog will die at the end of this bonus! Name some notable Newbery Winners, for 10 points each;
[10] In this children’s book by Scott O'Dell, Karana is left on the titular island, and lives in a structure of
whale bones, with her dog Rontu. It was reprinted in 2016, with two previously deleted chapters.
ANSWER: Island of the Blue Dolphin
[10] This cartoonist recently won, as his New Kid became the first graphic novel to win the award. This
author of Mama's Boyz is one of the few African-American syndicated cartoonists in America.
ANSWER: Jerry Craft
[10] Hugh Lofting won a Newbery for writing about the Voyages of this person who traveled with the
9-year-old Tommy Stubbins, Jip the Dog, and Polynesia the Parrot.
ANSWER: Doctor Dolittle <Brad>

21) *Beware* This bonus is on Nintendo history before their console era. For 10 points each:
[10] Perhaps their most famous line of toys are a series of handheld electronics like Octopus and Chef. This
black Smash Bros. character hits his opponent with a helmet in his up smash and recovers with his
parachute.
ANSWER:  Mr. Game & Watch
[10] Nintendo, in its early years, made these types of playing cards in Japan that depict flowers. These
cards were allowed in the early Meiji period as they did not have numbers, making them difficult to gamble
with.
ANSWER: Hanafuda [I guess prompt on “Flower Cards”]
[10] Following the theme of card games, Nintendo still organizes the “Nintendo Cup” for this trick-taking
card game with “Rubber” and “Contract” variants. Some theorize this game may be named for a structure
in the Golden Horn.
ANSWER: Bridge

22) This game is called “Aventureros al Tren” in Spain, and the goal is to connect secretly assigned American
or Canadian cities by rail. Name some things about it for 10 points each;
[10] Points are awarded in this game for having the longest rail line, and you may have coal cars or
cabooses as your colorful icons in this game.
ANSWER: Ticket to Ride
[10] Ticket to Ride was one of the most successful of this style of board game in the 2000s. Also called a
Eurogame, these games typically have strong economic focus, indirect interaction, and very little luck.
Catan is one of them.
ANSWER: German-Style Board Games
[10] In this other German-style game, a farming family starts the game in a two-room hut and takes turns
sending family members out to action squares for resources like house tiles, food markers, or “minor
improvement” cards.
ANSWER: Agricola <Brad>


